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Abstract— Microarray experiments are used to generate 

gene expression data to analyze large number of problems. 

Human cancer is one of the serious problems and microarray 

analysis also got acceptance for diagnosis and classification 

of human cancer. But classification of microarray sample is 

also tricky. The problem of classifying microarray samples 

into a set of alternative classes is discussed here. Patients are 

classified into a pre-defined set of genetic mutations of acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia. Acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

(ALL) is a type of cancer which is genetic in nature. It is a 

heterogeneous disease that contains various leukemia 

subtypes that differ in their response towards chemotherapy. 

In this paper DNA microarray is used to detect the number 

of patients suffering from cancer by using ALL dataset. The 

dataset used here has characteristics of feature selection i.e. 

how to reduce the number of features that describe each 

observation. It contains data set of 128 patients at beginning 

with 12625 genes or feature and at end 94 patients are 

detected positive for cancer with only 743 genes or features 

left. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cancer is a complex genetic disease that is caused primarily 

by environmental factors [3]. Cancer is not a single disease. 

It is a group of more than 200 different diseases [4] and one 

of it is ALL (acute lymphoblastic leukemia). Cancer can be 

generally described as an uncontrolled growth and spread of 

abnormal cells in the body [4]. The cancer-causing agents 

(carcinogens) can be present in food and water, in the air, 

and in chemicals and sunlight that people are exposed to. 

Since epithelial cells cover the skin, line the respiratory and 

alimentary tracts, and metabolize ingested carcinogens, it is 

not surprising that over 90% of cancers occur in epithelia 

[3]. Cancer cells can also spread to other parts of the body. 

For example, cancer cells in the lung can travel to the bones 

and grow there. When cancer cells spread, it is called 

metastasis (muh-TAS-tuh-sis). When lung cancer spreads to 

the bones, it is still called lung cancer because that is where 

it started. It is not called bone cancer unless it started in the 

bones. Cancers can sometimes recur (or come back) after 

treatment, mostly at the site where they started but 

sometimes at a distant site like lungs, liver, brain, or bone. 

Some cancers tend to grow and spread very quickly. Others 

grow more slowly. Cancers also respond to treatment in 

different ways. Some types are best treated with surgery. 

Others do better with drugs called chemotherapy. 

Microarray analysis has yet to be widely accepted for 

diagnosis and classification of human cancers. Microarray 

technology is not only a new tool, but it can also improve 

the accuracy of the classical diagnostic techniques by 

suggesting novel tumor-specific markers. Among several 

methods available, a few refined approaches have evolved 

for the analysis of microarray data for cancer diagnosis. 

These include class comparison, class prediction and class 

discovery. Microarray experiments enable biologists to 

monitor expression levels of thousands of genes. [2].The 

experiments using microarray expressions allow the 

recording of expression levels of thousands of genes 

simultaneously. These experiments primarily consist of 

either monitoring each gene multiple times under many 

conditions [1], or alternately evaluating each gene in a 

single environment but in different types of tissues, 

especially cancerous tissues [1]. 

A. Leukemia: 

Leukemia, the group of cancers usually begins in the bone 

marrow and blood cells in the body. Abnormal WBCs 

(white blood cells) are produced in leukemia, which is 

called leukemia cells and leukemic blast cells and there is no 

production of normal white blood cells. Leukemia cells 

differentiate and proliferate abnormally to produce more and 

more leukemia cells. Leukemia cells do not undergo 

apoptosis or cell death when they become old or damaged. 

Therefore, Leukemia cells can raise its number abundantly 

and start removing out the healthy blood cells from the 

body. Due to decrease in number of normal blood cells, 

body can hardly carry out the oxygen to the different tissues, 

for fighting infections or to control bleeding. During 

metastasis, cells of leukemia can spread to other organs of 

the body, for e.g. lymph nodes, spleen, and brain. 

Depending on how quickly the disease develops in 

the body, Leukemias can be classified as: 

1) Acute Leukemias: 

Acute leukemia usually develops very fast. There is rapid 

increase in the number of leukemia cells, and these 

abnormal cells don‟t do the work of normal white blood 

cells. A high level of leukemia cell may be seen in a bone 

marrow test. People having acute leukemia may feel 

lethargic, bruise easily, and get infections often.  

2) Chronic Leukemias: 

Chronic leukemia usually grows slowly. The leukemia cells 

work almost as well as normal white blood cells. At first, 

people may not feel sick, and the first sign of illness may be 

abnormal results on a routine blood test. For example, a 

blood test may show a high level of leukemia cells. If not 

treated, the leukemia cells may later crowd out normal blood 

cells. 

3) Myeloid and Lymphoid Leukemias:  

Leukemias are also named for the type of white blood cell 

that is affected: 

4) Myeloid:  

Myeloid or Myelogenous, or Myeloblastic leukemia is that 

leukemia which starts in myeloid cells.  
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5) Lymphoid: 

Lymphoid, lymphoblastic, or lymphocytic leukemia is that 

leukemia which starts in lymphoid cells. Lymphoid 

leukemia cells may collect in the swollen lymph nodes. 

B. Types of Leukemias: 

1) Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML): 

Affects myeloid cells and grows quickly. Leukemic blast 

cells collect in the bone marrow and blood. 

2)  Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL): 

Affects lymphoid cells and grows quickly. Leukemic blast 

cells usually collect in the bone marrow and blood.  

3) Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML): 

Affects myeloid cells and usually grows slowly at first. 

Blood tests show an increase in the number of white blood 

cells. The abnormal blood cells work normally. There may 

be a small number of leukemic blast cells in the bone 

marrow. 

4) Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL): 

Affects lymphoid cells and usually grows slowly. It is 

diagnosed mainly by excessive accumulation of small, 

mature appearing B-lymphocytes in the peripheral blood.  

II. ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA (ALL) 

ALL was one of the first cancers which were developed by 

Yellapragada Subbarow and Sidney Farber in the late 1940s 

for which an effective chemotherapeutic treatment was 

developed. Acute lymphoblastic leukemia or cancer of the 

white blood cells is an acute form of leukemia, characterized 

by the overproduction of immature white blood cells known 

as lymphoblasts. ALL is a heterogeneous disease, with 

individual leukemia subtypes differing in their response to 

chemotherapy [4]. ALL is most common in childhood age 

and another in old age. In patients with ALL, 

overproduction of lymphoblasts causing problem in 

production of normal cells (red and white blood cells) and it 

results in the death of the patients. The first symptom of 

ALL is reduced production of white blood cells, because the 

leukemia controls the resources of the bone marrow, which 

are used to produce new functional blood cells. Other 

symptoms can include fever, increase in risk of infection 

(such an infection include chest pain, breath, vomiting, 

cough, changes in bowel), increase in tendency to bleed and 

anemia with fatigue and headache, people with ALL 

experience symptoms from malfunctioning of their 

erythrocytes (red blood cells), leukocytes, and platelets. The 

signs and symptoms of ALL are variable but follow from 

bone marrow replacement and/or organ infiltration. ALL is 

associated with exposure to radiation and chemicals in 

animals and humans. High level radiation exposure is a 

known risk factor for developing leukemia. In animals, 

exposure to benzene and other chemicals can cause 

leukemia. ALL is not a solid tumour.  

III. MICROARRAY 

The microarray is discovered in 1983 by Tse Wen Chang. 

It is a multiplex lab-on-a-chip. It is a two-dimensional array 

on a solid substrate. A solid substrate is usually a glass 

slide or silicon thin-film cell. Microarray assays 

require large amounts of biological material using high-

throughput screening miniaturized, detection methods and 

multiplexed and parallel processing. Scientists are using 

proteins; peptide and carbohydrate microarrays are 

extensively. Several types of microarrays are available like, 

Cellular microarrays, DNA microarrays, MM Chips, 

Chemical compound microarrays, Antibody microarrays, 

Carbohydrate arrays. In this research paper, we are using 

DNA Micrroarray.  

A. DNA Microarray: 

One of the new technologies in the field of cancer genetics 

research is DNA microarray analysis as it can measure the 

expression levels of large numbers of genes simultaneously. 

A DNA microarray is slide (made up of glass) on to which 

DNA molecules are attached at specific locations called 

spots (or features) in an orderly manner. A microarray plate 

may contain millions of spots and each spot may contain a 

few thousand copies of identical DNA molecules that 

particularly correspond to a gene. The DNA present in a 

spot can be genomic DNA or short stretch of oligo-

nucleotide strands that relates to a gene. On to the glass slide 

the spots are printed by a robot or are synthesized by the 

process of photolithography. 

The process of DNA microarray comprises several 

steps: extraction of samples and processing of total RNA 

extraction, then total extracted RNA are converted into 

cDNA with the help of reverse transcriptase enzyme, and 

further steps include labeling, hybridizing, staining, and 

scanning of microarray plate. Finally, by using special 

software microarray image data are analyzed. This 

technique has eased the scientists to recognize the activation 

and inactivation of the genes in different types of cells and 

also helped in understanding the normal function of these 

cells. This technique also helped in understanding that by 

which mechanism cells are affected when various genes get 

switch off or do not perform function properly. The RNA 

production in microarray experiment is directly proportional 

to the activity of the analyzed gene and produces very bright 

fluorescence. Inversely, lesser the activity of genes lesser 

the production of RNA and which results in lower 

fluorescence.  

The microarray technique most frequently used to 

evaluate gene activity at different intervals for instance 

activity of gene before and after therapy or to compare two 

biological conditions, such as normal state vs disease state. 

Clearly there can be increased expression of specific genes 

in abnormal tissue as compared to normal i.e. some up-

regulated genes in abnormal cells or vice versa. The 

microarray results help in better understanding of disease 

mechanisms, identifying sub phenotypes of disease and 

predicting possible progression 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A Microarray dataset that is being used here comes from the 

study of ALL. The data consists of microarray samples from 

128 individuals with this type of disease. There are two 

different types of tumors among these samples: T-cell ALL 

(33 samples) and B-cell ALL (95 samples). This sample 

dataset contains 12625 genes (features) which is the sum of 

all 128 individuals. As our focus area is B-cells, so we have 

used only B-cell ALL samples. The ALL (Acute Lymphoid 

Leukemia) dataset package is the part of Bio-conductor 

packages in RStudio. Instructions are given to program use 

the ALL data set and Biobase. To analyze the information of 

http://www.cancer.gov/Common/PopUps/popDefinition.aspx?id=CDR0000616067&version=Patient&language=English
http://www.cancer.gov/Common/PopUps/popDefinition.aspx?id=CDR0000046301&version=Patient&language=English
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sample names, gene features and gene annotations from 

biomedical databases following functions are used: 

phenoData( ) – for phenotypic data of samples, 

varMetadata( ) – for analyzing metadata, table( ) – for 

extracting the table from the data matrix, featureNames( ) – 

for extracting the feature of the gene. As the main focus area 

is B-cells only, so all B-cells cases are extracted from main 

ALL dataset by using () function, which will behave as a 

simple filter as it is used for extraction of B-cells. Than the 

dataset is explored once again which tells the distribution of 

the expression levels in the ALLb microarray expression 

matrix, which are used to evaluate mean, median and 

quartile. Gene filter is used to visualize the distribution of 

expression level graphically. It tells the overall expression 

levels with respect to density of the genes. When the genes 

has distribution of expression values similar to the all 

possible values of the target variable then it is removed. 

ANOVA Filter is based on this type of removal of similar 

genes. In this genes mean expression level with respect to 

the samples of the B-cell ALL mutation is compared. Genes 

which have high similar mean expression level be deleted or 

discarded before next analysis. ANOVA Filter is used in 

comparison of means across more than two groups. Here, 

four groups of cases are used. Each group is used for gene 

mutations of B-cell ALL. Then k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) 

filter is used which tells the nearest values to it.  

V. RESULT 

The ALL dataset contains 12625 genes or features in 

beginning, which is the sum of 128 individuals as already 

mentioned above. After the extraction of B-cell samples 

from dataset gene filter is applied on it. The value 80 is used 

on the parameter breaks, for fine- grained distribution of the 

genes in large number of expression levels. The different 

color lines are used for the representation of the median, 

shorth, 1st and 3rd quartiles as shown in figure 1. The values 

similar to all possible values of the target variable is 

removed and we left with only 3961 genes or features after 

applying gene filter. Than Simple filter is applied in which 

median expression level is obtained with respect to IQR 

(Inter- Quartile Range) expression level. Only 75% and 25% 

data is fetched here i.e., 1st and 3rd quartile. Inter- Quartile 

Range is obtained by using formula given in (1):  

IQR= 3rd quartile – 1st quartile  (1) 

After that ANOVA filter is applied which is used to 

remove those genes which have same mean expression 

levels across the groups of the samples and we got only 743 

genes or features, which tells that among the dataset of 128 

individuals, 94 individuals are detected as cancer suffered 

patients (individuals). The reason being detected is B-cell 

abnormality. It gives the median and IQR of final set of 

genes as shown in figure 3. At the end kNN () function is 

used. The ALL dataset is used, two arguments are used first 

is training set and the second is test set. The training set is 

used with the expectation of the target variable column. The 

test set is used without the target column. „k‟ used as 

argument for the number of neighbors which obtained as a 

result. 

 
Fig. 1: The distribution of gene expression levels 

 
Fig. 2: The median and IQR of the gene expression levels 

 
Fig. 3: The median and IQR of the final set of genes 

preds B BI BII BIII BIV 

B 0 0 0 1 0 

BI 0 1 1 0 0 

BII 0 4 5 2 1 

BIII 1 2 2 5 3 

BIV 1 0 0 0 0 

Fig. 4: k- Nearest Neighbor (kNN) 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper ALL microarray samples are classified to 

forecast the type of genetic mutation associated with 

samples of patients with B- Cell acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia by the use of RStudio and bio-conductor packages. 

Dataset of 12625 genes or features and 128 patients are 

taken and genes are reduced to 743 after removal of genes 

with similar mean. It is also concluded that 94 patients are 

find positive for cancer which is due to B-cell abnormality.  
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